
 

Linux 
432 EVO uses a custom realtime Linux OS tuned for ultra low software jitter and reduced entropy. 
 

 

Solidstate Drive 
The 432 EVO can be ordered with single or dual noise filtered 4TB audio grade SSD’s, leading to a 100% silent 
solution. 
 

 

HD Storage 
The 432 EVO MASTER comes standard with 4TB low noise storage on a custom spring suspension system. 
SSD’s are also possible. 
 

 

Bit Perfect Ripper 
The bit perfect Teac rip drive is hand tested and compared against test CD’s for perfect operation. 

 

 

Hardware Boost 
The HWBOOST option doubles the RAM, and has a faster CPU and better clock. It is included with the master 
while being an option on our other models. 
 

 

USB DAC output 
Our ultra low noise USB DAC output is a dedicated audiophile output board independent of the main board’s USB 
ports, no USB hubs are used. 
 

 

Super Clock 
Our MASTER does not reclock the ultra low noise USB output, but clocks it directly with a dedicated super clock 
board. 



 

USB Tuning 
As no hubs are used, the audiophile USB output is controlled in Linux and custom tuned to get the highest 
realtime priority. 

 

 

Roon 
Comes pre-installed with a recent full Roon Core (not just endpoint). A separate Roon license is required. 
 

 

Tidal streaming 
Compatible with Tidal subscription-based music streaming service that combines lossless audio and high-
definition music. 
 

 

Qobuz streaming 
Compatible with Qobuz streaming service with more than 40 million tracks available, and also offers true 24 bit 
streaming. 
 

 

Internet Radio 
Supports thousands of internet radio stations, and common formats including AAC, AACv2, MP3 and lossless 
FLAC stations. 

 

 

Logitech Media Server 
LMS is a very stable music server with two decades of software improvements, and is still supported. 
 

 

Spotify 
Compatible with Spotify, currently the biggest digital music service that gives you access to millions of songs. 



 

iPeng controller 
LMS users can use several control apps, including iPeng or the LMS web interface. 
 

 

SqueezePad controller 
Squeezepad is another controller, and like iPeng can control the LMS library manager. 

 


